
X100  serbian proverb X101  doyle X106  neal X109  peterson

X111  browning X114  saying X115  proverb

X310  unknown

X116  unknown

X311  orem & foreman X312  kerouac

X118  emerson

X313  neri
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X120  whitman

X314  browning

X121  paik

X315  saying

X304  saying

28

MATCHBOX DISPLAY

R06KM, 8” acrylic cube

6 matchbox styles $90.00

X307  gandhi

X104  dickinson

2233//8 8 x 2x 233//8 8 x 3/4”. each box contains 80 black or natural wood matchsticks with coordinating color tips.x 3/4”. each box contains 80 black or natural wood matchsticks with coordinating color tips.    

$1.50 each, order in 10’s.$1.50 each, order in 10’s.

8 oz./230 g. ceramic matte finish. individually boxed. wild currant scent. 100% natural palm wax. 100% cotton wick. 40 hours burn time. 8 oz./230 g. ceramic matte finish. individually boxed. wild currant scent. 100% natural palm wax. 100% cotton wick. 40 hours burn time.     

$11.00 each, order in 4’s.$11.00 each, order in 4’s.
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MP175  old saying MP264  fisher MP279  saying

MP319  lim MP330  brault MPX39  unknown MPD56  gandhi

MP164  browning MP201  blessing MP229  peterson

MP313  unknown

MPD246  mcconnell MPD291  idiom MPD298  patersonMPD293  common saying

MPD77  radmacher

MPD239  neri MPD303  coelho

41/4” square with zipper closure.  12 oz. cotton canvas.  (see page 54 for mini pouch counter top display)41/4” square with zipper closure.  12 oz. cotton canvas.  (see page 54 for mini pouch counter top display)  

$2.50 each, order in 6’s.$2.50 each, order in 6’s. 
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P82  souza P93  churchill P137  unknown

P167  larson P175  old saying P213  gage P226  walsch

P229  peterson

P158  anonymous

P323  eckhart P333  paikP321  henry

7” square with zipper closure.  100% 12 oz. cotton canvas.  7” square with zipper closure.  100% 12 oz. cotton canvas.    

$3.50 each, order in 3’s$3.50 each, order in 3’s.



PD54  proverb PD77  radmacher
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PD137  apache blessing PD198  souza

PD208  greene PD209  saying

PDX25  hillel the elderPDX24  mcconnellPD297  reece
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PD287  anderson

PD280  proverbPD239  neri

7” square with zipper closure.  100% 12 oz. cotton canvas. 7” square with zipper closure.  100% 12 oz. cotton canvas.   

$3.50 each, order in 3’s.$3.50 each, order in 3’s.
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BG55  thoreau BG164  browning BG226  walsch

BG318  emerson BG319  lim

BG183  unknown

BG229  peterson BG340  nepo

H H BG93  churchill

H H BGD77  radmacher

bag is 27”x 15”x 6”, pocket is 5”x 5”.  printed inside pocket.  100% ripstop nylon.  holds 50 pounds.  bag is 27”x 15”x 6”, pocket is 5”x 5”.  printed inside pocket.  100% ripstop nylon.  holds 50 pounds.  H H new design.new design.

$6.00 each, order in 4’s.$6.00 each, order in 4’s.  

bag is 27”x 15”x 6”, pocket is 5”x 5”.  printed inside pocket.  100% ripstop nylon.  holds 50 pounds.  bag is 27”x 15”x 6”, pocket is 5”x 5”.  printed inside pocket.  100% ripstop nylon.  holds 50 pounds.  H H new design.new design.

$6.00 each, order in 4’s.$6.00 each, order in 4’s.  (interior pocket)
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BGD208  greene BGD239  neri BGD246  mcconnell BGD287  anderson

BGD292  saying BGD303  coelho BGDX10  kennedyH H BGD300  strong

BAG SPINNER

RBAG, acrylic, (11”w x 201/2”h x 16”d)

12 bag styles  $288.00 

display  $50.00

final cost  $338.00

TABLETOP BAG TRAY

R06BG, acrylic, (15”w x 71/2”d x 21/2”h)

9 bag styles  $216.00 

display  free

 final cost  $216.00

bag is 27”x 15”x 6”, pocket is 5”x 5”.  printed inside pocket.  100% ripstop nylon.  holds 50 pounds.  bag is 27”x 15”x 6”, pocket is 5”x 5”.  printed inside pocket.  100% ripstop nylon.  holds 50 pounds.  H H new design.new design.

$6.00 each, order in 4’s.$6.00 each, order in 4’s.  



PN55  thoreau
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PN93  churchill PN214  lew

PN226  walsch PN282  carey PN298  unknown PN302  saying

PN313  unknown PN327  patton

PN164  browning

PN340  nepoPN318  emerson

11/4” square.  hard enamel.  finished with black nickel or gold plating.  locking metal clasp.  individually packaged in sealed polybags with eyelets. 11/4” square.  hard enamel.  finished with black nickel or gold plating.  locking metal clasp.  individually packaged in sealed polybags with eyelets.   

$4.50 each, order in 4’s.$4.50 each, order in 4’s.
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PND56  gandhi
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PND246  mcconnell

PND274  unknown

PNDX10  kennedy

PND239  neri

PND287  anderson PND292  saying

PND298  paterson PND303  coelho

PIN DISPLAY

RPIN, black wire, (121/2” w x 171/2”h x 5”d) 

12 pin styles  $216.00

11/4” square.  hard enamel.  finished with black nickel or gold plating.  locking metal clasp.  individually packaged in sealed polybags with eyelets. 11/4” square.  hard enamel.  finished with black nickel or gold plating.  locking metal clasp.  individually packaged in sealed polybags with eyelets.     

$4.50 each, order in 4’s.$4.50 each, order in 4’s.
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M55  thoreau

M93  churchill

M131  irish blessing

M70  keller M71  churchillM49  emersonM29  proust

M95  unknownM82  souzaM81  roosevelt

M135  emerson M137  unknown

M113  thoreau

M141  unknown

39

M147  unknown

3 1/2” square.  individually packaged in polysleeves with eyelets.  printed in the usa.  3 1/2” square.  individually packaged in polysleeves with eyelets.  printed in the usa.  

$2.50 each, order in 6’s.$2.50 each, order in 6’s.
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M152  anonymous

M170  irish blessing

M214  lew

M158  anonymous M163  thackeray

M175  old saying M183  unknown

M167  larsonM164  browning

M226  walsch M229  peterson

M196  peterson

M245  brown

M201  blessing

M246  brown

3 1/2” square.  individually packaged in polysleeves with eyelets.  printed in the usa.  3 1/2” square.  individually packaged in polysleeves with eyelets.  printed in the usa.  

$2.50 each, order in 6’s.$2.50 each, order in 6’s.
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M252  radmacher M277  solomonM264  fisherM263  harris

M284  euripides M285  jamesM281  common sayingM279  saying

M295  niebuhr M298  unknown

M290  vanek

M308  chaplinM306  unknown M316  reece

41

M249  wharton

3 1/2” square.  individually packaged in polysleeves with eyelets.  printed in the usa.  3 1/2” square.  individually packaged in polysleeves with eyelets.  printed in the usa.  

$2.50 each, order in 6’s.$2.50 each, order in 6’s.
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M319  limM318  emerson M321  henry M323  eckhart M329  churchill

M330  brault M334  reagan M335  kübler-rossM333  paik M336  common saying

M340  nepoM339  whitman M342  woolfM338  unknown M343  hanh

3 1/2” square.  individually packaged in polysleeves with eyelets.  printed in the usa.  3 1/2” square.  individually packaged in polysleeves with eyelets.  printed in the usa.  

$2.50 each, order in 6’s.$2.50 each, order in 6’s.
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M346  hillyerM345  orr M347  adamsM344  saying

MX23  cherokee proverbMX22  proverb

MX02  radmacher

MX38  rubinMX35  linisongMX34  unknown

M348  unknown

M349  emerson H M353  knostH M350  calamity jane H M355  unknown
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3 1/2” square.  individually packaged in polysleeves with eyelets.  printed in the usa. 3 1/2” square.  individually packaged in polysleeves with eyelets.  printed in the usa. H new design.  

$2.50 each, order in 6’s.$2.50 each, order in 6’s.
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MD54  proverbMX39  unknown MD56  gandhiMD34  anonymous MD69  earle

MD77  radmacher MD127  blessingMD96  lincoln MD137  apache blessingMD110  unknown

MD161  dellinger MD179  balzacMD152  ehrmannMD149  larson MD196  irish blessing

3 1/2” square.  individually packaged in polysleeves with eyelets.  printed in the usa.  3 1/2” square.  individually packaged in polysleeves with eyelets.  printed in the usa.  

$2.50 each, order in 6’s.$2.50 each, order in 6’s.
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MD208  greene MD209  saying MD217  irish proverbMD198  souza

MD254  saying

MD239  neri

MD262  tennysonMD259  lewis MD268  unknown MD274  unknown

MD277  unknown MD280  native american proverb MD281  irish blessing MD285  unknown MD287  anderson
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3 1/2” square.  individually packaged in polysleeves with eyelets.  printed in the usa.  3 1/2” square.  individually packaged in polysleeves with eyelets.  printed in the usa.  

$2.50 each, order in 6’s.$2.50 each, order in 6’s.
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MD288  hafiz MD289  barreca MD291  idiom MD292  saying MD293  common saying

MD294  matthew MD298  patersonMD297  reece

MD302  knost

MD301  saying

MD303  coelho MD304  woodward

MD300  strong

MD306  salmansohnMD305  peake

3 1/2” square.  individually packaged in polysleeves with eyelets.  printed in the usa.  3 1/2” square.  individually packaged in polysleeves with eyelets.  printed in the usa.  

$2.50 each, order in 6’s.$2.50 each, order in 6’s.
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MDX10  kennedy

MDX25  hillel the elder

MDX16  american proverbMDX02  spock

MDX26  de la vegaMDX24  mcconnellMDX22  unknown MDX28  saying

MD307  halsey MD308  mead MD309  winchell MD310  proverb H MD311  whitman

H MD312  davis H MD315  hugo

3 1/2” square.  individually packaged in polysleeves with eyelets.  printed in the usa. 3 1/2” square.  individually packaged in polysleeves with eyelets.  printed in the usa. H new design.  

$2.50 each, order in 6’s.$2.50 each, order in 6’s.
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15% off, free freight, free display
& 90-day order guarantee 

on your first quotable order.

coupon code 21cnew

one-time use for first time customers only. 
one coupon per order. expires 12/31/21.
cannot be combined with any other offer.

valid for use in usa & canada.

new account new account 
offer offer 

on one order over $500.

coupon code 21cff500

one coupon per order. one-time use. 
expires 12/31/21. cannot be combined 

with any other offer. valid for use 
in usa & canada.

free freightfree freight

free freight + free acrylic display.
spinner when filled - 12 styles, 4 of each.

tray when filled - 9 styles, 4 of each. 

coupon code 21crbag

one coupon per order. one-time use. 
expires 12/31/21. cannot be combined 

with any other offer. valid for use 
in usa & canada.

new fold-up new fold-up 
bag offerbag offer

on one order over $750.

coupon code 21c05ff750

one coupon per order. one-time use. 
expires 12/31/21. cannot be combined 

with any other offer. valid for use 
in usa & canada.

free freightfree freight
+ 5% off+ 5% off

47





2 frame styles, 2 sets ea. $132.00

frame topper (add-on option) free

final cost with frame topper $1135.0049

32 POCKET CARD SPINNER

R07A, black wire, (12”w x 68”h) 

32 card styles  $336.00

display $75.00

final cost $411.00

48 POCKET CARD SPINNER 
+ 20 HOOK MAGNET TOPPER

R07B + RMAG20, black wire, (18”w x 83”h) 

48 card styles  $504.00

display $85.00

final cost $589.00

each display holds
 up to 4 strips.

for pins, magnets,
or mini pouches. 
(RHK6, 6-hook strip)

36 POCKET CARD & MAGNET SPINNER 
+ FRAME TOPPER

R0736 + RFRTOP, black wire, (15”w x 73”h)

36 card styles   $378.00

36 magnet styles  $540.00

display  $85.00

final cost  $1003.00

20 magnet styles $300.00

magnet topper (add-on option) free

final cost with magnet topper $889.00 

turn to page 55 to scan barcodes for displays and best-seller fills.turn to page 55 to scan barcodes for displays and best-seller fills.
add-on

option!
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7 pin styles, $126.00

20 magnet styles, $300.00

5 mini pouch styles, $75.00

4 dish styles, $96.00

8 mug styles, $192.00

R10COR, metal, (30”w x 73”h x 24”d)

cost to fill as shown  $1557.00

display  $200.00

final cost $1757.00  

9 mini mug styles, $126.006 bag styles, $144.00

3 sets of frames, $99.00

6 pouch styles, $63.00

32 card styles, $336.00

SIDE 1 SIDE 2best-s
eller 

fill sh
own!

call to customize. call to customize. 



4 matchbox styles, $60.00

 

4 dish styles, $96.00
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4 pin styles, $72.00

4 mini pouch styles, $60.00

4 candle styles, $176.00

R17COR, metal, (21”w x 70”h x 22”d)

cost to fill as shown  $1139.00

display  $175.00

final cost  $1314.00  

18 magnet styles, $270.00

3 mug styles, $72.00

9 mini mug styles, $126.00

6 bag styles, $144.00

6 pouch styles, $63.00

SIDE 1 SIDE 2best-s
eller 

fill sh
own!

call to customize. call to customize. 
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42 HOOK MAGNET SPINNER

R05Q, black wire, (15”w x 70”h) 

42 magnet styles  $630.00

display                         $75.00

final cost $705.00

60 POCKET CARD SPINNER

R1260, maple wood and acrylic, (22”w x 741/2”h)

60 card styles  $630.00

display  $250.00

final cost $880.00

MUG + MINI MUG DISPLAY

RMUG, black wire, (15”w x 65”h x 11”d) 

12 mug styles $288.00 

display  $75.00 

final cost  $363.00

9 mini mug styles (add-on option) $126.00 

final cost with mini mugs $489.00

42 HOOK GIFT SPINNER

R05Q, black wire, (15”w x 70”h) 

7 pin styles  $126.00

7 bag styles  $168.00

14 mini pouch styles  $210.00

14 magnet styles  $210.00

display                         $75.00

final cost $789.00

turn to page 55 to scan barcodes for displays and best-seller fills.turn to page 55 to scan barcodes for displays and best-seller fills.



R05E, black metal, (9”w x 23”h), 24 hooks

6 mini mug styles  $84.00 

display  $25.00 

final cost  $109.00
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PIN DISPLAY

RPIN, black wire, (121/2” w x 171/2”h x 5”d) 

12 pin styles  $216.00

MAGNET SPINNER

R05B, black wire, (8”w x 18”h) 

18 magnet styles  $270.00

MINI MUG SPINNER BAG SPINNER

RBAG, acrylic, (11”w x 201/2”h x 16”d)

12 bag styles  $288.00 

display  $50.00

final cost  $338.00

turn to page 55 to scan barcodes for displays and best-seller fills.turn to page 55 to scan barcodes for displays and best-seller fills.



new!
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BAG DISPLAY

R06BG, acrylic, (15”w x 71/2”d x 21/2”h) 

9 bag styles  $216.00

MUG DISPLAY

RCMUG, black wire, (191/2”w x 151/2”h x 91/2”d)

4 mug styles  $96.00

EVERYTHING DISH DISPLAY

RSLOT6, black wire, (31/4”w x 2”h x 53/4”d) 

holds 6 everything dishes

MATCHBOX DISPLAY

R06KM, 8” acrylic cube

6 matchbox styles $90.00

MINI POUCH DISPLAY

R05MP, black wire, (14”w x 121/2”h x 10”d) 

9 mini pouch styles  $135.00

turn to page 55 to scan barcodes for displays and best-seller fills.turn to page 55 to scan barcodes for displays and best-seller fills.



R05E
24 hook black metal 

counter spinner
for mini mugs.

mini mug display only

R05MP
black wire counter display
holds 9 mini pouch styles.

mini pouch display only

R06KM
acrylic matchbox cube
holds 60 matchboxes.

matchbox cube only

R0736
black wire card and  

magnet spinner filled with 
36 best-selling cards and 
36 best-selling magnets. 

card & magnet display only

RCMUG
black wire mug  

counter top display 
holds 4 styles.

mug display only

R07A
32 pocket black wire card 

spinner filled with an 
optional best-selling 

assortment.

card display only

R07B 
48 pocket black wire 
card spinner, filled
with an optional 

best-selling assortment.

card display only

RFRTOP
black wire frame topper 
for R07A, R07B, & R0736 

displays, filled with 24 
frames.

frame topper only

PPK7A best-seller fill PPK7B best-seller fill

R06BG 
acrylic tabletop tray

for bags. holds 9 styles.

bag display only

RMUG
black wire mug display  

with 12 best-selling mugs.

mug display only

RPIN
12 hook black wire 
pin counter display 

with optional 
best-seller assortment. 

pin display only

PPKP12 best-seller fill

RMAG20 
20 hook black wire magnet 

topper for R07B display.  
filled with optional 

best-selling assortment. 

magnet topper only

PPKM20 best-seller fill PPKMUG best-seller fill

RHK6 
6 hook pin, magnet, and

mini pouch strip for 
R07A, R07B, & R0736. 

R1260 
60 pocket maple wood 
and acrylic card spinner 
filled with an optional 

best-selling assortment. 

card display only

display strip only
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PPK5MP best-seller fill PPK6BG best-seller fill

PPK736 best-seller fill PPKC60 best-seller fill

R05Q
42 hook black wire 

spinner for magnets
and/or gifts. 

display only

PPK5Q1 magnet fill 

R05B
18 hook black wire

magnet counter spinner
with optional best-selling

assortment.

magnet display only

PPK5B best-seller fill

RBAG
acrylic counter bag display

holds 12 styles. 

bag display only

PPKBAG best-seller fill

55

PPK5Q2 assorted fill 

scan one barcode to order the display unit and one to order its best-selling product fill.  display toppers and fills must also be scanned separately.
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bags $6.00 each, order in 4’s fold-up bag with interior pocket.  bag is 27”x 15”x 6”, pocket is 5”x 5”.  100% ripstop nylon. 
holds up to 50 pounds.  hand wash cold, hang dry.

candles $11.00 each, order in 4’s 8 oz / 230 g ceramic matte finish. individually boxed. wild currant scent.  
100% natural palm wax. 100% cotton wick. 40 hours burn time.

cards $1.75 each, order in 6’s 5” square blank cards with square envelopes (extra postage required).  
5 x 7” envelopes requiring standard postage available upon request. pre-priced $3.50 each.

everything dishes $6.00 each, order in 4’s 5” square. ceramic matte finish. microwave & dishwasher safe.

everything dish box no charge, order in 4’s sturdy, open faced gift box.

frames $5.50 each, order in 6’s 5 5⁄8” square wood frame with glass, easel stand, & hanging hardware. individually boxed.

magnets $2.50 each, order in 6’s 3 1⁄2” square.  individually packaged in poly-sleeves with eyelets.

matchboxes $1.50 each, order in 10’s 2 3⁄8” x 2 3⁄8” x 3⁄4” matchboxes contain approx. 80 black or natural wooden matchsticks  
with coordinating color tips.

mini mugs $3.50 each, order in 4’s 3 oz. ceramic matte finish. stackable. microwave & dishwasher safe. 

mini mug box $0.65 each, order in 4’s sturdy, open faced gift box.

mini pouches $2.50 each, order in 6’s 4 1/4” square with zipper closure. 12 oz. cotton canvas.

mugs $6.00 each, order in 4’s 14 oz. ceramic matte finish. microwave & dishwasher safe. individually boxed.

pins $4.50 each, order in 4’s 11⁄4” square.  hard enamel. finished with black nickel or gold plating.  locking metal clasp.  
individually packaged in poly-sleeves with eyelets.

pouches $3.50 each, order in 3’s 7” square with zipper closure. 100% 12 oz. cotton canvas.

terms $200 minimum order. new accounts: prepaid via mastercard, visa or company check. include credit sheet to establish credit for terms net 30.  
established accounts: net 30. no cods.

condition of sale all orders must be paid for no later than 30 days from the invoice date. there will be a $25 fee for all returned checks. customer shall pay all costs, expenses,  
legal and collection fees as incurred in enforcing the terms and conditions as allowed by law. quotable reserves the right to rescind any credit extended.

order of acceptance receiving confirmation of an order in any form does not signify quotable’s acceptance of the order. we reserve the right to refuse any wholesale order  
for any reason and the right not to sell goods to customers at our own discretion.

shipping fob ma within 48 hours of receipt. all orders shipped via ups ground within the continental usa, unless otherwise stated, or via priority mail elsewhere. 
freight charges are prepaid and added to each invoice.  

claims + returns any claims for damaged or mis-shipped items must be made within 3 days of receipt. returns are not accepted.

backorders backorders are not accepted. in the event that an item is temporarily out of stock, a message will appear on the invoice indicating availability.  
please reorder accordingly.

prices shown are in us dollars. prices and terms are subject to change without notice & supercede all others. prices effective january 1, 2021.






